The P wave morphology in lead V7 on the synthesized 18-lead ECG is a useful parameter for identifying arrhythmias originating from the right inferior pulmonary vein.
Atrial tachyarrhythmias often originate from the superior vena cava (SVC), and right superior (RSPV) and inferior pulmonary veins (RIPV). However, a precise differentiation of those origins is challenging using the standard 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) P-wave morphology due to the anatomical proximity. The recently developed synthesized 18-lead ECG provides virtual waveforms of the right-sided chest and back leads. This study evaluated the utility of the synthesized 18-lead ECG to differentiate atrial arrhythmias originating from 3 adjacent structures. Synthesized 18-lead ECGs were obtained during SVC-, RSPV-, and RIPV-pacing in 20 patients with lone paroxysmal atrial fibrillation to develop an algorithm. The P-wave morphologies were classified into 4 patterns: positive, negative, biphasic, and isoelectric. Subsequently, the algorithm's accuracy was validated prospectively in another 40 patients. In retrospective analyses, isoelectric P-waves in synthesized V7 distinguished RIPV-pacing from the others (sensitivity = 81%, specificity = 92%) (first criteria). The P wave morphologies in Leads II (sensitivity = 83%, specificity = 94%) and V1 (sensitivity = 84%, specificity = 80%) distinguished SVC- and RSPV-pacing (second criteria). In a prospective evaluation, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value [PPV], negative predictive value [NPV], and accuracy of the first criteria for identifying RIPV-pacing was 97%, 90%, 78%, 99%, and 92%, respectively. The sensitivity, specificity, RPV, NPV, and accuracy of the second criteria (amplitudes > 1 mV in lead II or biphasic P-waves in lead V1) for discriminating SVC- and RSPV-pacing was 66%, 95%, 98%, 50%, and 74%, respectively. The P wave morphology pattern in lead V7 in synthesized 18-lead ECGs is useful for differentiating RIPV origins from RSPV/SVC origins.